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A J'aotoi's Demanding tlie Eeoonstru^ion of the Religions Edn- 
oational Program of the Dooal Parish
At the close of the most recent and far reaching up­
heaval in human relationships which the world has faced in many 
years,} when all life euid activities have "been compelled to re­
adjust themselves to new world conditions; the church, the most 
vital and powerful organisation existing todays* cannot expect any­
thing,hut of necessitya reconstruction of her service and 
program,and adaptation to the new conditions; and attempt by this 
reconstruction to tahe her share and play her part in world regen­
eration and salvation*
There have been many factors contributing to this 
shifting of emphasis or changing ideals for the churchthe three 
chief factors being economic^- industrial and social,
1 Economic
In times past-the church has not been so deeply concerned 
with the economic condition of mankind, but today because of the 
pressure which is being brought to bear upon her, by the economic 
condition of the people to whom she ministers ,'J the very existence 
of the church is at stake, if^whe does not face this problem as 
her ohiefast concern.
It was in the plan of an allwise and infinite Providence 
that all beings should have the right to live,' with enough to satis­
fy their physical necessities and enjoy the pleasure of a well- 
ordered life. In the midst of a civilization of the highest type
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1 Economic
In times past-the church has not been so deeply concerned 
with the economic condition of mankind, but today because of the 
pressure which is being brought to bear upon her, by the economic 
condition of the people to whom she ministers ,'J the very existence 
of the church is at stake, if^whe does not face this problem as 
her ohiefast concern.
It was in the plan of an allwise and infinite Providence 
that all beings should have the right to live,' with enough to satis­
fy their physical necessities and enjoy the pleasure of a well- 
ordered life. In the midst of a civilization of the highest type
yet developed, thia iright has been denied to many and been withheld 
from others, and because of this a situation has been brought about 
that is critical and dangerous to the church as well as to the 
family and civilization itself.
The church which is in the world as a stabalizer,'^ a saving 
influence,"' must face this condition and through her idealsteach­
ing and influence help in guaranteeing to all the right to live and 
enjoy life,
2 Industry
Another factor, growing out of the economic situation, which 
Is making growing demands upon the church, compelling her to recon­
struct her program to meet present conditionsis the industrial sit­
uation,
Prom the begining of Christianity and the Ghristism church, 
her great Leader and Pounder always considered the needs and weoits 
af the common people. He chose his disciples from amoung them and 
His work was carried on largely with them. Prom the very begining 
tha work of the church was for the laboring class,the oppressed, 
and the poor.
Today, in the great industrial crisis,’ the churiRi cannot 
stand idly by or assume an indifferent or neutral attitude; she 
mast enter into the industrial situation whole-heartedly and endeavor 
by aihortation from the pulpit,- appealing to a sense of justice as 
an organization,> and by religious instruction," seek a guarantee to 
all, 5 a saving wage", and a right to happiness and life. As Sec­
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retary of laljor James J. Davie, in spearcing "before the Rotary Club 
of loweli;* on April second,"' said,'^ " It is not fair to ask a working 
man to work for a living wage* It is not fair, either,' to ask the 
store proprietor,- or the professional man to get along on a living 
wage. Ihe workers* wage ought to be enough so that on Saturday 
ni^t he oan go downtown,"- pay his bills,'' provide for the education 
ef his children and then have something left over to put away in the 
bank. I say it is wrong to ask a man to wohk for a living wage*
He ought to have a saving wage. It makes happiness all around",
There is no doubt as to which side the church should take in 
this industrial crisis. While we have sympathy for the "poor rich 
man", who is endeavoring to give all his employees a square deal, 
yet we know that the industrial situation is not fair or right at 
the present time%
While we appreciate that most of the criticism of the capital­
ist is deserved yet we must consider the failure of the laborer to 
rise to the demands made upon him. Granting,the small pay^* poor 
werking conditions and meager living and enjoyment which these la­
borers have, yet;* labor has failed to give a full days work for the 
days pay; they lack interest and enthusiasm for their work and for 
the most part show a .1 don't care " spirit in their relation to 
their work and toward their employer* The Industrial crisis of 
today is one of the most far reaching a?id vital problems we face. 
With reports of diasentlon,^ faction and strikes one wonders what 
the outcome is to be.
If the church is to rea^h as a vital factor in the world's
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salvation she must immediately tsOce her place in settling this 
protlem and set the industrial world at peace. The place of the 
ohuroh, a testimony of the ability of the church to oope with this 
factor, may be seen in the present industrial crisis in S’all River,'* 
Massachusetts, where the Board of Arbitration has in its membership 
four clergymen as representatives of the church,
3 Social
Another factor making demands on the ohuroh is the social 
factor. The great ideal of the ohuroh, of a world brotherhebd, 
a relationship where all men are honest and friendly. In their 
relationships one with another,• makes necessary a changing program 
for the churches' activities and life.
The time has passed when the world will stand by and see " 
man's inhumanity to man",’' as shown in the treatment of the Armenians 
by the Turks; and the time has arrived when no nation can stand aside 
and let a single nation or group of nations overrun and seek the 
destruction of a world order for selfish gain or national pride.
Today the nations of the world are accepting new values of brother­
hood.
This intimite and brotherly responsibility was recognized at the 
olose of the waTjUt the conference of the "league of nations", and 
but for a oolossial blunder might have been universally accepted as 
the basis of world peace today; and but for the selfishness shown 
by different representatives,* great advance might have been made at 
the later oo2afereno0 at Washington, While these meetings have net
aooomplished all things,'* as yet^'J they have set in motion a line 
of thlhfcing which will lead to that gi'eat ideal toward which we 
are all looking and praying,': the highest sdcial Ideal^^ the hrother- 
hood of man«
Because of this attempt to "bring into "being these leagues 
and conferences;- the thinking,"^ intelligent,1 Christian people of 
the world accept these new factors as a oh^lenge to the church*
4 Challenge to the church today#
If the nations are facing a changing world-orderif men are 
placing new values on life,': individual;* national,'' and international;’ 
showing and proving that man*s relation to man is going to "be the 
deciding factor in the world's salvation,'' and that only "by the true 
spirit of brotherhood can nations live together; then the churchf
must arise and take her place in this universal revision of values 
or else be oast in the disoaj^d# Betts says,* " In a new and peculiar 
sense the church is today at the bar of social J'^-dgment in the 
Christian world. \Vhtle it is no longer unjustly held responsible for 
not having prevented the war,' it is rightly held to account for 
taking a leading part In the spiritual regeneration of a disorganiaed 
world".
Will the church fail in this new crisis? Will she fail to 
funotion as the equalizer of the worldTs ills? She aannoti Her 
past has been a history of glorious aohlevemBnt;^ she has been a
powerful lever for good in tiie life of tlie nations. Even though 
some of her pages of history are dark with failure,1 cruelty and 
superstition,'^ facing the new situation,'! with new values of relation­
ship and brotherhood,'' the church will accept her self appointed task 
reconstruct her life^i her organization and her administration until 
she rightly holds her position as the saving factor of life.
B Present and Tradition^ Leadership. She church orgeuilzed and 
working under a leadership trained by earlier tasks.
This task which is facing the church, brought about by new 
world conditions,^ is no new task; but,"^ if she is to take her plewe
and fulfil her mission to the world,'^ she must restate and interpret(
and visualize anew the present' social conditions emd tendencies^
Into actual experience.
In reviewing the history of the church from-its inception to 
the present we find she is existing under a leadership trained by
the earlier tasks, which she was called to face from time to time,'!
%
In the course of her long and stormy journey to the present.
The founding of the ohuroh came after twelve men iiad been 
trained and educated in the ” school of Christ "for the disoipling 
of all peoples. Those who believed were to accept Christ as their 
saviour and they in turn were to carry the message to others,^' thus 
saving the world by oalling to repentancewith the acceptance of 
Christ as the way t.6 ri^teousness.
There were no theological or doctrinal differences'! there 
were no ecclesiastical councils on heresy and only once do we read 
of any differences of opinion amoung the eetrly founders, as to its
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mission to the world* 3?he disciples were agreed as to the work of the 
ohuroh and her program of salvation*
1 (Cheology
As the years went by and the first disciples had passed away 
and new leaders arose to gaide the churches ; and as the power and 
authority over the churches became more and more centralized,“i then 
there began-an age of theologioal discussion and doctrinal differ­
ences resultiJig in long years of wasted effort and useless debate, 
from that day when Home assumed authority over the churches and was 
recognized as the seat of authority,'* with the leaders trained xmder 
such external Ghfistianity, a life of ritual and discipline the 
church lost the ideal set before her as_ an organization*
The result of such a training,^* shows Itself in the attitude 
of many of the leaders in the ohuroh today. They hold that a rigid 
observance of certain theological doctrines is more essential that 
salvation; that a belief is more necessary than a life; and ceremo­
nial worship more important than faith, thus falling to equalize 
things to the good of the cause*
2 Evangelism
Coming out from blind doctrine and obscure theologioal conclu­
sions the ohuroh passed through a long period of evangelistic fervor, 
when " We see a little band of men full of sober enthusiasm and 
evangelistic zeal,''* jealous for the simplicity and spirituality of the 
gospel_of.-Ghristi’ and longing that the gospel should be preached in 
all its fullness and freedom and divine power throughout the length 
and breadth of their native land. We see them slowly but steadily 
overcomihg every kind of difficulty,'' hindrance,'* and opposition -
disllkedj^ despisedj'i defamed,‘1 perseouted^i faced with episcopal oppo-» 
sition and censure,') cramped and limited by ecclesiastical restrict­
ions,'; assisted by n© official encouragement or adventitious aids^^ 
but strong in the conviction of the greatness of their cause;; firm 
in the simplicity of their dauntless faith and urged on by- the con­
straint of the w,onderous love for the souls of men,'; to inaugurate 
a worh in their church and nation’which stands unto this day as the 
monxunent of their labours and the inspiration of their euocessors"J* 
From this party in the Christian church we have today that 
great body of believers, loiewn as the evangelicals or fundamentalists 
who believe that the old time rbligion was good enough for their 
fathers and is good enough for today* fhis group will stand for no 
new lnnovations,l.no advance in thihfcing,'^ and no uptodate methods as 
applied to religion; claiming that the church will stand as it always 
has stood;for evangelism,! repentance;'and conversion*
From this group the church is facing strong opposition in 
having its new advanced program accepted, and they are hindering 
greatly the usefulness of the church today* The great question is 
how to break down or .get around this super conservatism and lead the 
church into the new and shining way of salvation*
3 Missions
As a natural outgrowth ©f this evangelical type of Christianity 
we find a group of peopley who,! believing that a person who dies (with
1 *
?he Evangelic^ Type of Qhrist.ianity pg*42
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thQ possible exception of an infant) without Ghfist is feonsigned 
to helljl and having the boramand of Christ to "go into all the world 
and preach the gospel and disciple all peoples",' are so much interest­
ed in the great missionary activities of the church,^ that this one 
thing has shut out all advance and progress from their minds^^ and 
hold the church to this one effort as her supreme and chief fonctiona 
It is not to be wondered at,“’ tha.t a church trained under such 
leadership is falling in her mission and that any new suggestion or 
program finds ready opposition from their handp*
0 Present Tendencies* Status of Religious Education
The church passing through these various experiences has been 
called upon in these present days to face a new situation, a situa- 
tion which calls for " a rstdfoal change in methods and a marked shift­
ing of emphasis in her program of activities",'?* giving the church the 
Idea of saving the child by education;' rather than being converted 
when older; olaiming rather than reolaimihg;! building a fence around 
the precipice rather that a hospital at the foot*
This is the new view of the function of the church as held by 
those advanced minds who are deeply interested in, and eonoerned for 
the future welfare of the church. Shese leaders are sure of their 
ground and certain of the success of the program they advance. Yet;* 
even here we must choose between two conflicting views on this sub­
ject of religious education,
♦Betts;-' G,H. A Hew Program of Religious Education pg 23
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1 fie^gious Bdtioatioii to take the plaoe of earliei* tasks, 
an End,
Ihere Is one group of these new leaders who hold that if the 
3huroh is to save herself she must he willing to dispense with all 
tradition, doctrine,' evangelistic efforts and missionary enterprises 
and devote herself entirely to the education of her children and ■ 
youth in the religion she holds and in which she believes. All other 
aotivlties and beliefs must give way to the new program of religious 
education,
Thus; religious education becomes an^ end in the program of the 
ohuroh and all else is subordinate to and must give way for this new 
program,
2 Eellgious Education an Instrument by which the church can 
accomplish her end.
Another group; equally as progressive, yet more sane in its 
reasoning, and conservative in its program; gives due allowance to;* 
and admits the varied conceptions of the function of the ohuroh,
"but advocates religious education;* not in the plaoe of,' but as an 
instrument by which the ohuroh oan more readily and easily fulfil 
her mission;' streangthen her faith;^ evangelize the world through 
giving to all people a knowledge of her religion,
D Steps in the Program of Eeoonstruption
Before the ohuroh sets about to meet the present day tenden- 
eies and the responsibility they plaoe upon her,'* there are certain
11




A church should never eraharh upon a new undertaking without 
gatherlp-g all the information ohtainahlei the hotter to assure suo­
oess.
In the first place there must he a gathering of all the facts 
and statistics that have to do with "'the situation. It will he found 
that one church is not so very much different from any other church, 
so that facts that have been gathered and statistics compiled from- 
other localities may he helpful in gathering necessary Information 
for another ohuToht
fhe church that^ relies on what the other ohi^rch or locality 
has shown, without gathering information of her own^' will fail miser­
ably in meeting her own situation. Each ohuroh must know her own 
situation,the community in which it is locatedthe nature ^■charaoter^ 
istios and peculiarities pf her constituency;' and all she can of the 
interests of the. people*.
\
fhe ohurph must know herself; her. failures and her successes; 
where she is weak and where she is strong* Above all she must know 
the present trend,'* aims;' and ideals of religious eduoatipn.
After the faots have been gathered and statistics compiled th’ere 
I should he a thorough .and minute study of these vital facts and an 
intelligent report prepared** a?he report should not he a bungling
*D.C.Bliss,' lfeth.eds and Standards for Local School Surveys,
mass of facts and statistics or an extended statement of thie need; 
tut should be formulated in clear wording, frank statement; offer­
ing a program of adventure upon whtoh the church could start oper­
ating at once*
(Dhe report shpuld avoid .the urging of a program which is im­
possible but starting with what is at hand; with an awaiiened oon- 
soiousness of her responsibility; show how the church might start;* 
and when to begin.
2 Agitation
After all the information obtainable has been d^igested and a 
report prepared for presenting to the powers that be;^ th.en the 
guestion arises;! how to have it accepted.
OJhere is only one way to assure success in such a cause and 
that is by agitation. It is a sad situation in our churches today, 
but a true one, that there are many who oaunot see the need or the 
use of better eduoational facilities and training. Because of this 
situation it becomes necessary, for the committee appointed for the 
task of getting information;-^ to campaign for their "hobby^.
In most oases the pastor is sympathetic;' having usually had a 
band in the organization of the committee;^ and he by sermon and by 
hia influence can be depended .upon to prepare the people for the 
eauae in hand.
In the Sunday School Board meeting is a good place to start 
agitation for a change and with these leaders baok of the program 
it is quite sure of success.
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Ihe greatest agitation must oome from tlie members of tlie 
eenmittee,'themselves* Being filled with the new idea;* they will 
argueand in some oases "fight" for their positions but 
having behind them the Imowledge of the needs and the facts to en­
force' their position,they should be fearless in their endeavor.
Ihey must first interest their friends and then ever increasing 
their reach,’ they must keep up this agitation until the vrtiole mem­
bership calls for the new program.
3 legislation
After the report has been perfected and agitation has been 
tarried on until it is fairly certain that the program will be ao- 
tepted,'^ the next step la having the program officially accepted as 
: a program for future betterment of the church and the church school.
It is for the best interest of the church and school not to 
aaoept anything but the fall report of the oommittee; which means 
: ft oomplete reorganization of the whole program and ©rganization*
[ Same may say that the program is too radicaltoo far reaching, or 
I will entail too much e:;^ense; but nevertheless,** it is better to ao- 
|««pt the whole program and then proceed to put it into effect just as 
liapidly as possible,
I Ihe church having accepted the new program of religious eduoa- 
|tlen as her model is now ready to take her place in giving to all a 
ptristian education.
Oltapter 34.
An^ysls of Present Program of the 
first Evangelipal Oongregational 01iiiroh,N Praont
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A A IDypioal Parish.
The ohuroh wloh it has heen my privilege to lead for the 
past two aaad a half years ap.d whioh is the hasls for 1he present 
study is typical of the local pEirish today*
1 Community
■ (Che church is located in a commantty facing the same problems 
of living,'* with the same modernistic tendencies,'; and people of lihe 
oharaoter as every other Massachusetts oommunlty to.day* 
a Suburban
The little oomnnznity which this church serves is on the put^ 
skirts of the city and adjoining the oeuntry,^ which brings about a 
problem both city aad rural#
(Che constituency live in the vicinity pf the church and be­
cause of this fact fehl somewhat indebted to it;i but the city where
I
the people work,'i have their markets,1 eind find their pleasure,'* is 
giving the little church a tremendoup task to hold its own*
Hot only is the call of the pity making a problem for the 
suburban church but the larger city churches also effect the life 
of the smaller op-es. It is almost ln^ossible with the equipment 
and resources at hand for the suburban churoh to carry on and pros­
ecute its work against the competition of the city church* 
b Population
The population of the community is made up of a mixed olasau 
of people which makes church work more diffiotilt* At the time of 
organlaation when the church was first built,'; the community was almost 
entirely Amerioani^ but with the influx of other peoples it is rapidly
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changing in eharaoter xuitll today the Amerioanp are few and the for- ‘ 
elgnors overwhelming In nxunhers. Whereas a few years ago the popu­
lation was almost entirely native holm.,'' today the oommonity is from 
75^ to 90^ foreign or of foreign pare.ntage# With this shifting of 
the population oame an exodus of the best families to other parts 
leaving a tremendous problem for the ohiiroh today# 
o Ideals and Character
The people whom the church serves aro all fairly comfortable 
in this worlds* goods# There are few poor ajid hpne who are in dire 
want* They live in homes,') oozy and comfortable,^ whidh' are owned 
very largely by themselves# They are all receiving good pay from 
their labors arid have little to ash for from this point of view#
The Ideals and character of the .pilgrim and puritan fathers 
are fast disappearing in the life of the present generation,'' until 
it seems that religion has lost its hold and all are living for "self”# 
The old-time religious reverence and church loyalty iS lacking and 
therefore the church suffers# The people are all seif respecting, 
upright people according to their own standards but feeling the trend 
®f the present day upon them they are religiously tndifferend# Sitting 
back in their self complacency they are npt opnoemed with any need 
for growth of character or world betterment#
There are many reasons to cause this condition but nevertheless 
It is a situation which the church is facing and a solution must be 
found if she is to continue as an organization#
A
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2 (Pilings In Oommon
This ohTiroh is, typical in that It has certain things in 
eonmon with every other parish, 
a Building
The church has a small Buildinglocated in a prominent 
place in the centre of this suhurhan oomnninityj? making it notice­
able for some distance from any direction.
It is an old building,^ built to meet the whims and fancy of 
a few leaders who wanted a church modeled on the lines of the old 
ohurch of their childhood days* It has the usual auditorium with 
the furniture necessary to the' conducting of the regular Sunday 
preaching services*
Beneath the auditorium is the basement or vestry which has 
been arranged sp that it can be used for social activities and 
other gatherings as occasion demands. This room is divided to 
make a smaller room 'for prayer meeting^ arid for the use of the 
Primary Department of the Sunday School*
The condition of the building is average* Badly in need of 
paint outside and repairs inside and if a oonstructlfe program of 
work is to be carried on, many renovations are necessary* As the 
building stands at the present time it is unsulted to present edu­
cational needs*
b Equipment
The e(iuipment of .this ohuroh is typical in that it is noted 
for its absence* Built when the ohuroh was looked upon as a place
®f fforsliip the old idea of little equipment "being neoessary, they 
ha70 gone on with the same old things and seldom in the past yeaips 
lia8 anything been added to the equipment. The equipment for both 
tlie church and the school is meetger,-' old^-^ dilapidated and of little 
use in fostering the religious life of the attendants, 
p Program
The program of the ohuroh has never been what would be called 
an inspiring program or one that would appeal to-intelligent people.
When invited to serve as pastor and leader the information 
was given^' that all that would be expected of me was to preach on 
Sunday morning,' teaoh a class in the Sunday school if ,1 could get 
a class togetherand if inclined call on the people.
There were few activities of a soolal nature carried on during 
the week. The girl scouts,an organisation consisting of outsides 
for the most part, met in the vestry of the ohuroh once a week. The 
Ladies Aid Society held monthly meetings with an occasional supper 
or sale. This was abo^t the extent of the program, 
d leadership
Where a program is so-meager and small there is little need 
of many leadersbut,’ here as in other chujrohes, the leaders were 
the faithful few who were willing to do, Thera is no method of 
selection and no training for leadership. They used what they had, 
and if one of the few was absent ">^nyone could fill inl^-,
2 Organization
This ohxiroh like most Congregational ohurohes organized
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seventy five to a iLundred years ago was organized into two "bodies#
(Dhe Societyan incorporated "body under the laws of the State 
oares for ihe building and property of the ohuroh,'* hires the pastor,'"' 
and other paid officials, makes necessary repairs and safeguards their 
Interests, Any adult twenty one years of age may join the Society 
by applying to the clerk and being voted a member at any meeting.
Ehis Society meets annually to elect officers ,N appropriate money," 
and transact any other business relating to the property or its 
management #
The church,1 is composed of all whose names are on the church 
roll# An annual meeting is held each year and special meetings may 
be called at the will and pleasure of the pastor# fhe church as- 
STzmes responsibility for the benevolent budget and plans for the 
raising of the money# fhis organization approves the choice of 
pastor,"' elects the superintendent of the school and the superinten­
dent of the cradle roll# The whole work of the school is under an 




1 Standing Committee 
S linsio
2 Trustees
1 Beacons & Beaconesses
3 Superintendent of School
2 Superintendent of Cradle RoBl
A Beginner's & Primary Bepts#
B All grades above Primary
EO
4 Leadership
iDhe leadership of the ohuroh is one of the most perplexing 
and dif fioxLlt problems whioh arisen.
There are very few young people in the ohuroh today who feel 
inelined to or equipped for any position of leadership. Neither 
are the older members disposed to take up the responsibility , be- 
oause they feel the work should be left to the younger members, 
and there the matter rests*
There fs urgent need today for trained,'' competent and willing 
leaders to taJre up the directing and leading positions in the ohuroh 
program. There is need in every ohuroh for leaders in various lines 
of work, ushering at services;! oolleotors, bible class officers and 
teachers,-f olub leaders and society heads, and they oannot be found.
Until the Christians in the church are willing to share the 
leadership responsibility,': the ohuroh will remain inefficient and 
its Influence curtailed,
5 Curriculum
In an organization where equipment is outworn and insuffi- 
oient, where it is Impossible to .secure a sufficient number of 
competent leaders, it is almost impossib^le to put over an adequate 
program of work.
The curriculum of such an organization must necessarily be 
narrowed in goope and curtailed in its reach. The ohuroh whioh 
takes the responsibility of the preaching services on Sunday turns 
over to the Sunday school jand other societies the work of teachinig 
and week-day- aotivitles.
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The Sunday sohool taking the responsibility of teaching re­
ligion uses the International Uniform Lessons for all ages,‘ meet­
ing on Sunday noons following the morning preaching service. Even 
though the lessons are not adapted to the needs qf the pupils;^ 
aome good might he accomplished were it not for the irregular at­
tendance and lack of preparation on the part of the teachers; which 
sauses lack of Interest in the lesson as well as attendance among 
the pupils.
The program aside from the Sunday services is almost nil. A 
olaes may meet qr a seoiety come together for business eind socials 
but nothing of an educational or religious nature intrudes qn the 
time.
6 Program of Work
Having briefly outlined the typical local parish we may sum­
marize the program as follows; 
a Mechanical
The church is meeting in a building adapted to an earlier 
period with little attractiveness and no conveniences or adaptation 
to the present needs of the people. Holding a religious service 
eyery Sunday morning is the extent of worship and praise in the life 
ef the people from- this church.
b Organized ClubsSocietiesMeetings
The organized clubs;? societies and fraternities have no pur­
pose in mind;* no end in view and are living their lives as separate 
wid distinct organizations;-! feeling no interest and desiring no part 
In the progressive program of the church today.
o leadership
The leadership of the ohTirch confines itself to the willing 
worker,'? the faithful few;-who are Tmigualified from the intellectual 
emotional and spiritual point of view to lead any group in church 
activities.
d Curriculum
!Ehe program of work is condemned heoause of its being antiqua­
ted. by the hew psychological eind pedagogical laws governing learn­
ing,! inadequate in that it does not answer the need,’ and useless 
■because we have not the leaders,
B Duplication of Blffort
In Walter Scott Athearn^s,'6?he Ghurdh School* this duplication 
of effort is set forth in an impressive manner by showing the results 
of a questionaire sent out to the pastors of one hundred churches,
Ohe returns in to fourteen questions in the questionaire show
very clearly where the present program of the church fails,today,
OSiis chapter shows that the program of the local church is very 
apt to break down or loose its effectiveness in the great amount of 
duplication of effort. In a program, in which there are many differ­
ent societies and organizations wonoemed,''! great care must be shpwn 
In directing the organization and supervising their activities;' else 
this duplication is bound to OQCur*
1 Purpose pf Organizations
This duplication is caused by the laek of purpose or aim in 
^ Walter Scott Athearn* The Church Sojiooi;^ Chapter 2,* pglO
orgaalzation* Too many of our sooietles tiave no purpose in or-* 
ganization and no goal toward whioh to work,i "but are organized 
and kept going slmpX'y ‘because there has always teen suoh an or­
gaalzation and it should oontinue, or "beoause other churches have 
themjand we must* This traditionalism which hrings into being 
these societies without purpose or aim Is bound to bring a dupli­
cation of effort which results in Ineffectiveness and failure*
8 Societies
This duplication is se@n oleeirlt in the overlaplng of the 
program of the different sooietles*^ in different lines of endeav­
or. It is hot uncommon to find among the different societies, 
committees whose business is similar to each other. The best il­
lustration of this is seen in the organized classes of the Sunday 
school having the same committees as the Christian Endeavor Society 
and eaoh functioning where Jhe ohuroh committees are active* Each 
organization has a prayer meeting committee,missionary and social 
committees whose Object it is to develop the social life,'^ interest 
in missions among the members eind care for the devotional life of 
all. Hot orlly is there this overlapping and duplication of effort 
on the part of the committees but very often the same people are 
members of the same committee for eaoh organization.
0 Untouched or Efeglected Areas
Along with the duplication of effort looms large the problem 
of gaps In our program which leaves untouched or neglected areas*
S4
1 graining Iteaders and geadders
A great cry is going tip from our oliurches today> in ’tii^e face 
of the new program, for leaders;* and yet no effort Is being made to 
interest or induce people to beocme such.#
ghe pastor usually has a class in training for church member­
ship, especially around Easter;* but hpw few are leading them into 
training for servibe* Until the ohuroh can supply the teachers;- 
trained and competent; and leaders of ability, she will fall far 
short in her educational program,
2 Missionary Education
Another gap in the ohurohe*s progreun is that of giving to 
the entire membership an education in the work;* needs and accom­
plishment of her missionary endeavors.
We are informed that the ohuroh is a missionary enterprlae 
and is Interested In sending the gospel to every creature ;> but 
few of her people are intelligent of this phase of Christian work.
It is a deplorable state of affairs, but tiTia,the ministers them­
selves are ignoranjr to a large degree of the missionary enterprise. 
With modern methods of interesting people and getting their 
attention;’ through the printed p)age/and visual instruction, (either 
by stereoptioan of moving piotures ) the ohuroh has no longer the 
exouse that missions are not interesting, and the day has arrived 
when the ohureh must fill this long felt need by giving the people 
the knowledge of missions which is lacking at the present time,
8 gemperanoe
How few of our .churches today are giving any Instruotion in
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temperanoe# .(Chere is no greater need than an intelligent understajiff- 
Ing or the prinoiplea and reasons .for temperanoe, Espe.oially in this 
land Where after oAe htindred years of stiving.'We have in our Oonsti- 
tution an amendment which makes us a dry Eation;* there is need of 
a thorough understanding of the whole situation, pro and oon, that 
we might he able to give oonolusive reasons to prove its worth* It 
rests with the ohnroh to give to her whole oonotituenoy a thorough 
knowledge of this present problem which faees eur country*
4 Putting the Membership to work^
Another place where there is a neglected area Is in putting 
the membership to work* 9?oo often is the criticism of the church 
justified,' that a few run the church* fhe average church receives 
people into its membership and theja leaves them to work out their 
salvation alone* Whereas; it should be just the beginning of a 
long useful life of service in the work of the church* 2?h9y are 
left to make their own opportunities fer service or fall in line 
with the rest of the members who wait to be called or not called, 
Eotioe was taken, with great interest In the work of one of 
the pastors of a city church, [Dhe Boston University School of
'll
Theology Gospel Team was with his church for four Sundays* During 
this time a group of young people dedicated their lives to service 
for Christ* fhis pastor asked if use oould be made of them at the 
mission,on^-Sunday afternoon,, apd they cam; bringing blessings to 
the people emd enoouragement to themselves,
There are many ways that the membership oan be put to work.
S6
on oommittees, leaders of groups;^ teaching,*^ gospel bands, choir,' 
and other ways which a live and thinking pastor can find,' and it 
will cover a large gap in the program of the church,
J) Curriouliun and leadership
Having noted the weakness and failure of the present program 
of the local church it besomes an educational task for the progres­
sive leaders of the church to provide and famish a curriculum that 
will adequately meet the religious needs of the children and youth 
of the community. There is nothing in the present course of studies 
that attracts or holds the attention of the pupil, far less giving 
them a religious incentive to life,
A thorough study of the situation from the standpoint of Ihe 
educational and religious needs must be made in order to ascertain 
what is best for the school and the pupils. The studies must take 
the child where he is, and lead, by progressive stages, to the place 
Where they want him to be; filled with religious ideals and incen­
tives,ready to take his place in the world for -the betterment of 
mankind,* '
There is no question but what a thorough study of the situa­
tion will mean a complete revolution in the curriculum of the school. 
In times past one lesson each Sunday for everyone was in order. The 
new course will no doubt consist of units,'! with fixed standards,' un­
der the principle a yesirs study prescribed for each year of the 
ohild^s life,'^ and advancement to the next grade upon the mastery of 
each years work. The work will hll Ije prescribed until the senior
[ *John Elberu-Stoutv Organisation ahd Administration of Religious Edu- 
i cation chapter 4,' pg 60
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or youQg people's age when more freedom will Ids allowed in the- 
oholoe of suhjeots, ’She end and aim of the new ourrlota-om will 
te;^ as thorough an*, education in religion as In secular subjects, 
not only preparing- to live;: hut fitting to enjoy life to its ful­
lest*
When the church accepts the new curriculum for her school 
it will mean a more efficient and intelligent oorp of leaders must 
he raised to taJsie the responsibilities which go with the new studies* 
It will mean that members of the church whb have the intelligence 
and capacity for Iradership must accept a course of training whiph 
will prepare them ta accept these trusted positions.
Wherever and whenever possible paid teachers and leaders, men 
and women,'^ who have had the training and experience and possess the 
religious spirit;* should be engaged to carry out the program. It 
will not be possible in smaller churches to hire all the teachers 
necessary but this should be the ideal for the future.
Where a church can not afford to hire teachers and leaders 
they should in selecting or calling a pastor mahe sure that he has 
had some training in religious edUQatlon that he flight by his knowl­
edge and experience guide in the educational program of the ohuriSh.
3?he theological seminaries are beglnlng to recognize this need 
and are putting in courses for ministers the better to prepare them 
for their work* Some schools are tostijuting- departments of religious 
education in their curriculum,'showing that the future of the church ^ 
rests largely on the educational progra®/
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B Building and Eaulpment-
With a program as advocated "by present day religious lead­
ers, it means that our ohuroh huildings must be renovated or al­
tered,': the better to fit them for the new program of religious ' j 
education.
Again one will meet with open hostility and spirited debates^- 
when it is suggested that the building be made adaptable to the 
new progranv nevertheless the buildings must be changed.
IDhe auditorium must be made to foster the spirit of worship. 
Every class in the Sunday school must be given a meeting place of 
its own,- for Bible study,'5 a place curtained or partitioned from the 
rest of the school, to give more seclusion and help in a reverent 
study of the lesson.
Then there must be room for the expressions! side of the school. 
There should be the workshop;) the recreation hall and the social 
room where the whole life of the pupil may be developed*
With a modern program and an adequate course of study the 
question of equipment becomes a big problem* There must be an ad­
equate amount of more costly equipment so that an efficient prose­
cution of the program may be carried on.
Whero the school is graded throughout it means chair,' tables, 
and equipment for every child beside the general equipment for the 
room and the teacher. It means a higher gr§,de of more e35)ensive 
test books and helpswith other supplies necessary to making the 
work a success.
With the program accepted and an efficient oorp of teachers, 
even the smaller churches need have no" fear of heihg able to meet 
the expenses of the new program* She small church which is being 
served by the write at this time had never before been able to meet 
their expenses,'^ but 'with the new enthusiasm for the larger program, 
the ohtiroh and the school have flourished and have substantial bal­
ances in their treasuries. Besides paying all bills the school 
gave seventy dollars last year fer the expenses of delegates to a 
Summer school of Methods and expects to give more this year and 
send more delegates* fhis from a school of a hundred.
^ Program
Because^ the Protestant church believes ip. a free church with­
in a free stated it takes upon itself the responsibility of giving 
to every mem, woman^ and ohild ip. the conmninity it serves an ade­
quate training in religion.
Propi a study of the present program of religious education of 
our Protestant churches one realizes all too well how far shprt 
our present p^rogram is falling,'- as well as the need of a” larger and 
more extensive program of work, fhls need is being voiopd by our 
ohuroli leaders,' but a greater demand is being made by the public 
school leaders,' who realize that in order to make their program -of 
social reconstruction effective, religion must be given a muoh 
largsi: place in the life of the individual than at present. In order 
that the church may aooompllsh this end her program must be enlarged 
to take in the whole of her constituency.
* Walter Scott ‘Sthearn,'^ Heligious Education and American Democracy 
Chapter 1,
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I’ei* the past fifty years or more the ohuroh has been fiil- 
fllllng about one half of her task. While she has been faithful 
in carrying on the religious worship,as a saored responsibility, 
yet, she has not been reaching only about one half of the people 
TSho should be brought xqider her influence and teaching.
When one stops to consider the facts,'* as revealed by trust­
worthy surveys; showitng the failure of the church to meet the needs 
of the people, one wonders what the future holds for the church, 
ffrom a repgrt of the Committee of Education of the Iiite^a'tionSl'^, 
Sunday School Council of Religious Education for 192S,*we stand 
amazed at oonditionsj
” There are millions of American children and youth unreaohed by 
the educational program of the church.
There are 27;000;000 American children and youth;’ nominally 
Protestant, under twenty-five years of age who are not enrelled in 
any Sunday school or cradle roll department- and whp receive no for­
mal or systematic religious instruction* There are 8;000;000;’* 
American chlldren,'nominally Protestant, under ten years Cf age who 
are growing up in non-church homes*
There are iu the United States 42,891,'*850 Protestant and nom­
inally Protestant youth under twenty-five years of age;- of this 
number 14;S6i;-900;i are reported enrolled in Sunday schools or Prot­
estant Parochial and week-day religious schools,) 1,^255,740 are on 
oradi'e rolls or Pont rolls, and 27,'275,110 or 66.6 $5 of the total 
are not enrolled in any religious schools,'' 2 out of every 3 Protes­
tant children unffer twenty-five years of age receive no formal re­
ligious instruction.
or taking the country as a whole, 7 out of every 10 children and 
youth of the Ujiited States under twenty-five years of age are not 
being touched in any way by the educational program of any church. 
How long may a nation endure;* 7 out of 10 of whose children and 
youth receive systematic Instruction in the religious and moral 
sanotions upon which its democratic institutions rest?"
*Report of the Committee of Edixoation of the International Sunday 
School Counoil of Religious Education, ^nsas City,'* Mo. June 1922,
a. . . sta^tlij3g facts when considered with the present time
allowance,'^ the untrained and snperrised teaching and offlo,ers, the 
low educational value of the curriculum;: and the ^nsuffioiendy of 
Building and equipment;* places the church in a position which de­
mands the most heroic program ever undertaken#
It is recogniaed that the function of the church is to spirit- 
ualiae the people. This is the only thing that the church may at­
tempt to do in which she Jias no competition* She church has no 
moral right to gather or even invite people to an Interest In her 
work unloss she is to give them a vital;* living consciousness of 
(jpd, so that they may live;' move and have their Being in the con- 
soious spirit of God;* so that they will not forget God;^ and that 
in all their acts they may he opntrplled hy Godly motives.*
Ihp moat important agency which the church has for the prop- 
ogation of this God-consciousness is the Sunday school;’" and the 
program of the school must he the basis pf all future endeavor. ” 
Thus;* the program of the ohuroh ijrast include an opportunity to 
develop Chrls^tian llves^i training leaders,1 and giving an oppor­
tunity for expression of the truth she teaches.
*V/alter Scott Athearn,lectures on Principles pf Religious Education 
1921,
Ohaptej? Ill
Elements in S^oonsta^uptlen of Program
After & complete and thorou^ etady of the present 
situation,understanding clearly the needs of the oommcinity and 
the ohlldjl the ohuroh must proceed to hulld her reconstructed 
program to meet the needs of the present age.
A Problems
Before proceeding one will find that there are definite 
problems with vfliioh they will come face to fao©,^ in the program 
of reconstruction. Ihese problems may be summed up under^ per­
sonal ,"5 i)hysioal, financial and psyohologioai.
1 Personal
In the first place the (luestlpn will arise as to who shall 
serve on committees ,1 what persons are fitted for officers and 
who will mate competent teachers?*
It is essential to the suooess of the reorganization that the 
best be secured as leaders in this new undertaking. Hot anybody 
will do. IDhose selected for tihe committee must be intellgcnt, sym- 
pathetlo and influenolal in their interests for the churchand must 
be persons who appeal to the membership and oonstltuenoy. Muoh of 
the sucoess will depend on the opmmittee chosen to revise and put 
into operation' the new program. Here the pastor or ffireotor will 
find difficulty- in securing persons with the tlme,"^ inclination or 
willingness to serve.
2h8n’:the problem of officers for the school will tax the wis­
dom of the leader. A person should not be given a position because
of liolding it at the time the program is put into foroe, or he- 
oatLse they have always held it,': or heoause one would like it,1 
but heoause of the oharaoter and fitness of the ones seleoted*
It is difficult in the small ohuroh to secure just the offi­
cers one would like, She same principles Should apply to the 
selection of officers as are applied to the committee; intelligence, 
synpathy and capacity for leadership, hut often the inferior will 
have to he accepted and trained into the ”fit",
The prehlem of teachers will also arise. The great question 
of where to get," and how to keep capable teachers is a very viteil 
problem in most schools tpday. Applying the same standards to the 
teachers as to the officers and committee one is quite at a dis­
advantage in securing enough of the right kind,
Healizing that the best should be obtained; without r-emuner- 
atlon;-' it is hard to secure regular attendance and competent teaching 
from the sense of ^ you ought to do it". The appeal to "loyalty" 
has lost Its power in the majority of cases and some new way must 
be found to induce capable persons to assume the responsibility of 
service,
2 Physical
Another vital problem that the ohuroh must face in making 
effective her new program is the matter of building and space.
The building erected and dedicated to an earlier type and 
ideal of service is totally inadequate and inappropriate for the
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modern program#
lEliere la no environment no seolusiyeness and no-inspiration 
from th.e pliysloal aspect of the program as it exists today# fhe 
guestlon of renovating,'• renewing and adapting to present needs 
will tax all the wisdom and patience of the advocates of the new#
3 J’lnanolal
One of the greatest problems is the financial. How much will 
It cost, where are we to get the money, and will the returns 
warrant the expenditure,"are qtuestlons that are sure to he raised 
whan the new progrssn is suggested*
Whlla it is a great problem, once the program is aocepted^^ 
with capable leaders and teachers secured to head it up,^' this 
problem is solved#
We find that many-people todayinfluenced and trained by the 
Public school system,"' are beginlng -to compare the ohuroh school 
with the public sohool# When informed of the difference and en­
lightened as to what the church could do if as well financed, these 
people will stand back of the ohuroh program to a man. To illustrate 
After a year and a half of planning it seemed that the time "had 
arrived to suggest the appointing of a committee on religious edu­
cation," to reorganize and plan for a more effective sohool# When 
the report was presented, which included a new organization and a 
reorganization of the curricula, and the ohuroh assuming financial, 
responsibility for the sohool, one member arose and wanted to
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know all about it* Aftei? a oomplete and thorough discussion the 
report of the committee was accepted* organization was perfected 
and th© church assumed the entire financial responsibility of the 
school* Ihis will be the case of every church when the new pro­
gram is accepted*
4 Psychological
There ar.e psychological problems' arising In connection with 
the adoption pf the new program*
After the dpcision has heen reached that the educational pro- 
gr^ needs reorganizing,- a very definite propoganda must be set 
in motion to create public interest in the program.
This may be done by the pastor," who is usually vitally in­
terested in the change,- preaching and speaking on the need, at 
every opportunity. The workers of the church and school inter­
ested in the movement can talk it up in class and in-the workers 
conferences* The committee or selected group in charge of the 
new program can oamj^ign for the change*
It is important that no effort be made to reorganize the pro­
gram of the ohurph .until a well organized public sentiment is 
aroused calling for reorganization, to offset any antagonism which 
may show itself.
(Uhere is bound to be a fwp In every church who will oppose 
the new program* Some will feel that it is a sacrilege before God* 
and disloyaly to the nhurch* - Sometimes the superintendent feeling
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that his powers have heen tairen from him and his plaything lost 
will be rmioh opposed to the new imdertafeing# Sofae teachers who 
are imq.ualified and laz in preparing the lesson will be antago- 
nistio because it will mean more preparation and more time or 
loose their olasses.
There is nothing in any of these problems to deter one in 
his actions or mahe one hesitate to put into practice the recon­
structed program. Having carefully and reverently planned, he 
should in faith and courage proceed to make it the living pro­
gram of the church.
B Building and Equipment
Realizing the inadequacy of our present type o^ building, 
and the lack of and uselessness- of the equipment,'' the church 
must proceed to renovate and build suitable quarters and furnish 
an adequate amount of equipment.*
In the light of modern educational architecture we find that 
the church is about the least Impressive and most inefficient of 
the educational institutions. The olasses of the school for the 
most part are not given sepeirate rooms, there is no seclusion or 
quietness, and a devout and reverent study of the word of Sod is 
almost impossible* Many of the olasses are obliged to meet in the 
vestry with low ceiling, poor ventilation and little light.
The equipment of the average church compares favorably with, 
the adaptability of the building for worship and instruction.
There is little or no equipment, and what still remains from past
'* E.Morris I'ergusson,^ Ohuroh School Administration,oh 8,pg 144
years is dilapidated and worn out«
In OYercoming the inappropriateness qf the building and laofe 
of eq.ulpment, the oo,mmittee, withtthe pastor as their friend,' roust 
proceed to study the defects, rising what they have until new plans 
are formulated and necessary changes made* This is not a matter of 
a season or a year, it may take years,'especially for the smaller 
churches to come up to the standards for the present day*
In order to foster the religious life through teaching and 
bible classes it is necessary that each class be given a separate 
room for class sessions* This room may be provided by the use of 
folding doors,=or curtains which may be used to advantage* In this 
seolusiveness a class feels more interested in their lesson and 
less distracted by what is going on in the other p^rts of the room. 
Jaoh room should be assigned and knowh as a oertaiji classes room.
It should be their privilege to alterchange or -make the room as 
attractive and MenHf as they desire,’ the better to interest and 
hold the pupils and their interest in the school*
With each class established in their own rooms there must be 
an adequate amount of eq.uipment to meet the needs of the several 
classes# There should be seats enou^,' and tables for practical 
work, blackboards and other furnishings where needed* There should 
be ample lesson booklets and helps for each pupil, and every teacher 
should be supplied \'7ith lesson helps to enable them to adequately 
prepare the lesson. Every church should commence installing a
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graded library, with hoohs* for all ages, as well as hooks of an 
educational nature for the leaders and teachers.
With appropriate and ample facilities and adequate equip­
ment the church is well on its way to success,
C Organization
If the program is to he carried out the church must organ­
ize all her forces to meet the situation,
1 (jeneral
While the organization must he modified to suit local con­
ditions, there is a general form of organization which every 
church, ©Ten the smallest,' can carry through, 
a Committee 03d Religious Education 
In every church there should he a committee knpwn as the 
committee on religious education, a?his committee shouTd consist 
of 3 or 5 members, the smaller the better for the small church,
fhls committee should he composed of those who are definitely 
interested in the religious life of the ohuroh, who are intelli­
gent enough to lead in educational work, and who can shape the 
policies of the sohoel. Wherever possible It is well to elect to 
this body school teachers, college men or women who have the true 
religious spirit and the willingness to serve,
Ihe oommittee should, be one of the standing committees ©f the 
church,' elected for a period of 3,' 2^^ and 1 years, fhe pastor should 
be a member, ex officio.
Ihe duties of the committee should be:*
*’tfalter'Scott Athearn^Ehe Church School",oh, 3, pg 26
"lo study tlie eduoational problems of tlie local ohurchi* inolud-?
ing all organizations and all classes of members* 
lo adopt curricula,'* text-books and general rules and regulations 
for all eduoational activities of the oburGh*
To select teachers and officers for all the eduoational agencies 
of the church*
To supervise the eduoational work tinder its jurisdiction in order 
that it may know that its pi^s are being faithfully carried 
out.
To remove or transfer teachers or officers at its pleasure in 
the interest of efficient administration*
To recommend to the church board,at any regular meeting, the 
modification,'' ccnsolidatton," or disbanding of any organization 
or organizations within the church when such changes would 
enhance the work of religious education*
To ait in council with other committees of the church of a sim­
ilar character and to report bach to the church such meacures 
as seem to it commendable.
To establish close relations with denominational and interdenom­
inational agencies of religious education; so as to give the 
local school immediate advantage of new material and new meth­
ods.
To be the medium pf communication between the sodieties under its 
supervision and all district, state or national organizations 
of said societies*
To make a survey of the eduoational; social and industrial environ­
ment of each child in the church sohhol and suggest such rem*- 
edies for unwholesome conditions as may be possible through ed­
ucation and through church leadership*
To help coordinate the plans of all the organizations of the church;* 
in order to avoid duplication of effort and prevent the neglect 
of any phase of training essentiaJ. to the best Interests of the 
church.
To call to their assistance experts in religious education and so 
to inform themselves on the various problems which arise that 
they may lead the local church Into broad ^d .progressive lines 
of instruption and give each child of the community and each 
member of the church the largest opportunity for religious growth.
b Director or Superintendent
In the small church the chairman of the committee on religious 
education^" chosen because of his high eduoational q.ualitie3 and 
Christian manliness should also act as superintendent of the ohuroh
soliool#^ In laJpger olitiroh.es,'^ where arpaid^worker oan he secured 
the church should secure the best man obtainable,'’ one who has 
specialized in religious education,' for this position.
His duties are to direct and superrise the church school 
in its curricula and discipline^ to recommend teachers and offices, 
to assist in the training of leaders and teachers, and to over­
see jrhe social activities of the sehool and societies under the 
educational committee.
Q Other Officers
Other officers should be elected as needed. (Dhe church treas­
urer who is to pas? all the bills under the new organization,'should 
be assisted by the apointment of a school treasurer* His duties 
should be to receive and pay to the church treasurer at least once 
in three months, all monies received from the school collections,'' 
keeping a true and acctirate account of same,' and receiving from 
the church treasurer a receipt for all money paid to him*
Where the school is graded throughout there should be ap­
pointed one officer to look after and care for the classification 
of pupils," in both their lesson work and their espressional work. 
Shis officer must be of the hipest intelligence and thoroughly 
familiar with^'the graded system.
Wheye the school is but partly graded the secretary might 
keep the graded record and in addition he should keep a record 
of all pupils in attendance and report to the superintendent be­
fore the close of the days session. He shall also assist the 
superintendent in the selection of class study books and other 
' (
In the departmental sohool as well ag in the general session 
the position of librarian and musio director are important. Those 
chosen for these positions should be as carefully selected as any 
other officer. The librarian;^ whose work is becoming more and more 
importap.tfshould be one acquainted with general library worh;^ able 
to qatalogue boohs, as well as select boohs for ithe library. The 
musio director is becoming more and more a necessary adjunct to 
the modem school. One should be selected for this position be­
cause he is able to direct the school in a reverent nrusical wor­
ship.
d Council of Worhers
In every church there should be the larger council of worh­
ers,* composed of; . -
The religious education committee of the church.
The general officers of the sohool.
Officers of societies under the religious education committee. 
Teachers
Two representatives from each organization and society under the 
religious education committee.
This committee is a demperatio body of the sohool,‘which 
meets for the purpose of discussing problems of the school. Through 
this committee the religious education committee o^n popularize ^ 
their policies and secure allies for :S3rward steps while at the 
same time secure the sentiments and ideas from the members.
2 Departmental
After the general organization has been perfected *then the
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task of departmental organization nnist "be undertaken. It is not 
feasible especially jja^the smaller churokes to attempt a complete 
grading from the kindergarten to the adult department,'! but just 
so far as possible this method- shauld be instaileU*'.-
Ihere is an attempt on the part of religious educators to 
line the church school up with the public schoolwhich is the 
most logical step possible, IDhe public school officials learning 
from past mistakes and failures have with the aid of the new light 
on human nature and the educative process divided the life of the 
child into different ages and given grades to the different periods 
of the child's life, The church instead of following its age long 
custom of picking up what the public schools have discarded, has 
in this instance accepted this new principle and is working out-a 
system of efficiendy for herself, in line with the public school,





















*Walter Scott Athearn,Glass notes,Organization and Administration 
of Heligious Education,' 1921
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As to the organization within the departments,that is a 
matter that oati he worked out as time goes on. Where the ohuroh 
is pressed for room and it is necessary to have only two sections 
there might he a superintendent of the kindergarten-primary de­
partment, whose duties shall he to open and olose the sessions of 
the school and have general oversi^t and direction of the teach­
ing and discipline,' reporting to the general superintendent at 
least once a month or aj the session of the council.
Shere should .also he a superintendent of the cradle roll,'’ 
whose duties shall he the enrolling of all new-horn hahies^Main­
taining the Interest of the parents in the school and at the pros­
per age see that the children are 'introdi?.ced to the membership of 
the school#
The complete organization under the new program can best he 










S'aoing as tlie ohuroh. does at the present time a demand for 
an efficient religions ednoatlonal program^' that she might save 
herself;' the great demand is for leaders;’ who sympathize with 
her program, are acquainted with the religious aims and purposes 
of the church and equipped with the skill and knowledge of the 
religious capacity of the child and capable of putting into op­
eration this new program; in good shape*
1 failure of Present I«eadership
Even to those unfamiliar with the modern educational pol­
icies it is not difficult to see that the present leadership is 
inefficient and avails little in re^ religious training. Edu­
cated tinder an earlier ministry, the majority of the teachers 
and leaders, with a set In their mental faculties; are unable to 
grasp the significance of the new methods or the value of the 
new material, so are of little use in the new program*
2 Securing Prospective leaders
The first step in securing leaders is in gathering together 
prospects or likely persons who by training and experience may 
become adapted to the worls;*
Phis selection must be made in a very careful manner, always 
bearing in mind the best interests of the school* A prospect 
, should not be chosen from any hurried observation;^ or because one 
is well-liked or popular; but because they .show the capacity and
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pessilDility of being a good leader or teaober*
3 Assigning to Blaqe*
After the prospect has been secured then should come the 
test or examination as to the best place to put such a pros­
pect* She failure of many teaoher0 has been due in part to mis­
placing* Shis was clearly shown this past year in a case that 
was brought to my attention* A deacon for many years had been 
teaching an ever decreasing class of adults- and seemed unable to 
build the class or hold the members he had. One Sunday when he 
had no class and the Junior Baraoa class was without a teacher, 
the deacon was invited to teach the boys, a group of restless,' ruth­
less niCffians,' who could drive more teachers away than could be 
found, fhe deacon took the class and the result was astounding," 
from a group of disinterestedjN noisy, boistrous chaps they became 
so q,uiet and interested that the whole school noticed the change 
the first Sundayand the boys voted to ask the deacon to become 
their teacher.
This placing of a teacher is vitaland it should be made 
clear tp every prospective teacher that if' they prove to be in 
the wrong place or unfitted for the position they will be removed 
or changed to spme other class-* The director should not hesitate 
to make necessary changes, in appointments,
4 Training
Uo schooli^ however small,should neglect the training of its
y
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forp9 for work* No matter how few teachers there msiy he tn the 
school there should he a teacher training class,"' taught by the 
pafftor,'f superintendent or some other qualified leader or educator* 
Wherever possible,'- especially where the school has been graded 
there shpuld be graded training#* IDhls dees not do away with the 
general eoiirses in principles and methods of education or kindred 
subjects but shpuld be in addition to them*
Every teacher in the Sunday school should have at leasb a 
working knowledge of the Bible,N' which is the basis of Christian 
education,"' and a thorou^ knowledge of the general laws and princi­
ples governing learning# 2?hls should be the minimum requirement 
for every teacher.
After this general requirement' teachers Should be urged to 
go .on into a more professional study of child psychology,"' the 
ourrieulumi't lawg of teaching and similar subjects the aim being 
to hi^iid up a teaching force for the church sphool equal to,if 
not superior ^:o the public school*
As soon as possible,' after the prospects and teachers are 
fitted^l opportunity should be given^' as regular or substitute ^ 
teachers/ to do ezpressional work,*^ putting into practice what they 
have learned,'' thus building a reserve corp ready for any emergency* 
Bhe church that has on hand and in reserve an efficient,' well. '■ 
ti^ained corp of leaders need ever fear the loosing of pupils, but 
will find that instead of loosing they will gain* The best asset
of the ohurch is iier teaoliing fo!roe«
S Ourrioxilma
The ohoiee of the ouarrioulxun for Ihe ohuroh school of today 
with modern ideals^ aims and standards is an educational taslr re- 
q.ui:p4^g the wisdom of thQ most intelligent and enlightened minds 
of the church.
1 Hetaining the Uniform lessons
In many churches today they seem to he obsessed with the idea 
that the only course of study for use in the Sunday school is the 
course put out by the International Sunday School Committee; known 
as the Uniform lessons. About three fourths of the Sunday schools 
in the country today are still using these lessons;' choosing to 
let this committee do their thinking for them; rather than select 
for themselves.
When the Uniform lessons first appeared it was decided that 
they wo^jld take the form of cycles. The first circle would be for 
a period of seven yearsfour years in the Hew Testament;' and three 
years in the Old Testament,'^ dividing the lessons back and forth by 
quarters* They next changed the cycle to six yearsthree and a 
half years in the Hew Testament and two and a half years in the Old 
Testament. Then because of differences in convention arrangements 
they were ohaaged into eight year cycles the present cycle ending 
ih 19E4* What will happen then no one knows**
^Walter Scott Atheam;* Class Hotes,^Qrgani3ation and Administration 
of Religious Eduoation,1 1921.
Hiese studies are imiform laa tliat tfeey i^ve'udiform topios;** 
soriptiire passages th.e s^e golden testp mepory passages aud liome ^ 
0?iie only un-uniform’■f^lng abput them is that the o’onpents,
as^o according to the denpn^ination using them#
(There are few loaders in pur churohep today,’’ whose schools
are still using the Uniform LossonSi] that ars aogaainted with their^
weakness and failure to meet the needs of the present time. In ■yae
li^t of modern educational ideals these courses shpx0.d he discarded*
(These reasons for discarding the same are oonoluelve#*
"(They are heyond thd comprehension of %he child and ui^ulted to 
,tiieir development* ' ^
(There is no principle of progression^'^ ^e not well adapted to the 
needs ^nd oapaoities of the child at different ages*
(They dp not provide a basis for a -full range of Bihlical truth.
In 64 ye^s of uniform iessons orlLy 40 % ©f the Bihlical material 
has heen used^' vyhioh includes feme of the best lessors for teach­
ing that ooTjld be uepd. We oetn bQst see the failure of the Uni­
form lesson system in this matter,'^ by noting the material that has 
been used.(The whole- of Acts has been used* Most of the Gospels* One half 
of the Old (Testament narrative* One third of the Bpistles* Oh© 
sixth of the Prophecies* One eighth of the poetry a^d Wisdom^ 
literature. (Ten'iessons in Amos in fifty four ypars^- of these 
three ware special temperanoe lessons^’ one a Hpme Mission lesson, 
pne a topical lesson of three versesj one inserted between Elijah 
and Elisha,one the whole book of Amos and Hosea 19':23/ three 
give historic'j^aoe one iu. 187?- and two in 1891,. the’ heart "Go4*^ 
rejection" no'ver used# Mioah .6is6-8 never used* Jeremiah's new 
covenant 'used once In 1.892-t Some of the most important Psalms have 
never been used,‘e*g. l^,"i 34,1 42j^ ^O; 96^^ 100'^ 104^^ lli;^ 115;1 116/ 
119,1 128,1 14?;'^ 146* (There'have beeu six lessons on Cain and Able^, 
six on the oitiss of rpfugei^ eight on the golden rdle,^ niue on the 
Beatitudes^] ten on I)aniel,1 eleven on the (Cabernaple,1 forty nine on 
Joseph^ seventy fotir on 3)avld, and forty seven ©n Elisha,^ all of 
whioh has arrpsted the development of the ohild about the adoles­
cence period!?
*Dr.-Weigle of Yale University,at President's I>ay,1B.U.SrfR.E.^
November 6p 1922*
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Fyom tji^se arguments and statistics we conclude that as soon 
as possible the church school should discard entirely the use of 
the Uniform Lesson and proceed to organize arqund some good graded 
curriculum*
S Graded lessons_
This leads us to the question of graded lessons* It is recog- 
niaed by the public school eduoaters and many church workers,' the 
distinction now being made between the different ag^^, allowing for 
differences in instincts habits;i' and learning capacity of the dif­
ferent children* In order to start with an intelligent basis the 
school must organiae arpund these different groupings and studies 
selected adapted for these ages* A diagram will oonyey the Idea of 
growth og the child's mind t]irough the formative period,' which ex­
plains itself.





M - Memory 
I - Imagination 





ThQTe are many graded oourses offered to the sshools "by the 
Denominational Presses as well as hy other Publishers; but in the 
seleotion noe must be very sure he is getting the best as well as 
what he wants* There is lerge opportunity for improvement In 
lesson material but eaoh year sees the oourses being improved and 
new courses offered*
a Beaoon Series
The Beaoon series published by Soribner for the Unitarian De­
nomination offer a splendid .course of graded ts^ct books for eaol; 
grade* Prom a psychological point of view they are adapted to eaoh 
year of the child's life,^ but the contents,*3 as Dr* Atheam says*”
Are well adapted to the mind,' end and purpose of the course^ to 
bring out blueblooded Unitarians"* 
f b Completely graded
The 0op5)letely graded series gives a text book for eaoh years 
work* It is the old Blakesley series reedited by George A* Coe 
and Proffessor Kent, proffessor Coe taking the pedagogical and 
Proffessor Kent the Biblical content*
0 Denominational Graded Iiessons 
The different denominational presses are endeavoring to satis­
fy the demand for graded lessons by oompiling their own lessons fef 
their own ohurohes,'' the better to teaoh their own doctrines ap-d 
safeguard their own youth and children*
It is wise^' in the selecting of the lesson me-terial to examine
*Dr. Atheam,'^ Glass noted,! Organization and Administration of 
. Religious Education* 1921*,
a nTunber of different ooursesj^ and after a tliorough ezamination 
aeleot th.e ‘best;
4 Time Element
Hotliing tias been said up to this point of the time element in 
the new program of religious instruction*
"fhere has been a great difference in the time allotted to 
religious tnstruotion "by the various religious bodies} She Jew­
ish ohuroh provides 335 hours of instruction annually in their 
week-day and Sunday schools, She Catholic church provides EOO 
hours of religious instruction annueaiy in their parochial and 
Sunday schools* The Protestant church provides 26 hours of ih- 
struotion annually to her people* This -startling statement of 
the time allotted to Protestant children for instruction in re- 
ligion,'* with the fact that the children are absent from 2/3rds* 
of the seesion^j'i shows the astounding conclusion that 2/3rds* of 
the Protestant children and youth are untouched by the educational 
program of any Protestant ohuroh^’ and l/3rd, are reached only for 
an average of 13 hours of religious instruction annueillyV ■’ And 
when we stop to consider that the Sunday session of the school 
is”sandwiohed in between a belated preaching service and the hot 
American Sunday dinner,**ahd directed by its army of untrained 
and unsupervised teachers and officers there is no uncertainty 
as to the need of more time,1 better curriculum and the best teach­
ers*
* Heport of Committee on Education,of the I,S*S.Council of R*E, 
Kansas City, Mo,," June 21-27,1922,
**Walter Scott Athearn,"* Glass notes,'Organization and Administration 
of Religious Education,1921*
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Site time lias oome when in planning the organization and se­
lecting the studies that the matter of time he given due oon- 
sideration^i and the hours of instruction lengthened so that the 
ends and aims pf religion may he thoroughly instilled i‘nto the 
hearts and minds of our Protestant children and youth#
Ehe tiHie allowance from 'the new ten point" standard reg.uires i 
Kot less than one hour in worship and study not including the 
ohuroh service*
5Chat all pupils above the primary grade he given not less thstn 
one hour .each week in some form of expressio2aal work in corre­
lation with the work of the ohuroh school#
Prom this standeird we see the necessity of taking over into 
the week some of the werk'now done on Sunday,' that we might give 
our children- and youth an adequate religious education#
5 Week-day System of Seliglous Education 
Phis oan host h© done hy a system of Week-day Eeligieus Schools# 
(Ehere is no need to Se.t forth the reasons for establishing a sys­
tem of ohuroh schools for all the people,It is already justifying 
its existence in cities where it is being tried* If we are to 
exist as a Democracy we must haild a system of church schools with 
divisions for all ages to oampare and parallel the public school 
system. ' This oan best be show by"the Educational Aroh"J?Vhioh 
explains itself.




{Chere aJ:e- tree types of Weefe-day. soh’ools tliat are 'being car­
ried on Buooessfolly ty ifiliurclies and oonmnmlties in different parts 
of our country today*
"(Kiere is the individual ohuroh type 6t week-day ohuroh sohools in 
whioh the week-day instrUotion is a part of the edyoational pro­
gram of an individual ohuroh, fhe ohuroh usually cooperates with
*
its own denominationj %n the conduct of the school,^ and,*' in some 
oases receives financial aid from the denominational Boards, A table 
gives a list of week-day ohuroh sohools of this type together with 
certain data on the same.
Grace Episcopal,Gary,Ind, 
£'lrst Baptist,*^ " ”
Graoe Epis,Grand Rapids 
Mich,




Ro, Presby, Rochester, I
R,Y,
Christ Lutheran,'’R,Y,R,T. 
Ohuroh of Advocate,EpisV 
copal,'i S,Y,
St, Michael's Epis,l^Y,RY,
2 1 0 90 1 1-12| 3 1
’2 1 J 1:400 3 1- b' 3 j
1 0 15 H CD 1 1-12 3
1 1 1 120 1 1-10 254
1 0 3 90 1 4-12 2;4
1 0 1 30 1 7 3
1-3 0 3 75 1 1-12 2,4
1 0 8 80 1 Kg7 2



















Hotel the numbers in the column headed "Time of Slasses" have the^ 
following significance, 1 'Before Publio sohool,*' 2 After public school,'* 
3 During p'dtblio school,' 4 Saturday,
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QJhe we@k-day religious instraotion carried on the past year in the 
5'lrat Preshyterian iBhuroh of j5*li^tj^ Michigan,’ will serve as an il­
lustration of the individual ohuipoh type of week-day church school.
In the fall of 1919 the pastor and the people of this church worked 
out a Jlan for supplementary religious instruction which was success­
fully carried on throu^out the ye^r* A course of study was outlined 
in whioh instruotien was to he provided in(l) Old ^Destalnent,“ (B)
Now a}estament,l (3) OhuToh History,'^ (4) fieligion and Ethics,' (5t Mis­
sions.
Phe pastor,1 the director of religious education^’ and two specially 
g.ualifled teachers from the Sunday School constituted, the teaching 
force, Phe organization of the school followed departmental lines, 
there being a Junior,*" an Intermediate,^ a Senior, and an Adult De­
partment *
Classes for young people and eidults met Wednesday at 7 and 7,45 P.M, 
Each nlass ha^ its own room, hut all came together for the closing 
services whioh took the place of the midweek prayer service. Classes 
for young people from the high school met twice a week at the church 
immediately after the close of the public school.
These hi^ school classes made especially good progress,^ and many 
young prople not connected with the Presbyterian Sunday school en­
rolled in them, High-sohool credits were given by the publio-sohool 
authorities, for work completed in the churoh-sohool classes of high 
school grade. The subject for study during the year was the history 
of the Hebrew people.
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iDlie Jxmioar classes met at the church Saturday morp-ingsv -OJhey had 
lessons dealiiag with the heroes of the Old Testament# Some diffi­
culty was found in inducing children to give up their customeuy 
Saturday activities in order that they might ta3?e the church-school 
work.
Ihis type of school is simple in organization and inexpensive to 
operate,' yet a hi^ grade of educational work is possihie^ throu^ 
its instrumentality. Such a school is easily within reach of the 
average congregation, There seems to he no valid excuse for not 
Qrgantzing them hy the hundreds without delay",*
The second type of Week-day religious school is that known as the 
Denominational Community type, iChis tsrpe is called from the fact 
that the denominational leaders in a community act together in such 
matters as"the scouring of time oonoessipns from the puhllo-achool 
authorities,^ campaigns for the ingathering of pupiia,N and other sim­
ilar undertakings; thus indioatlng that the spirit of competition 
is absent and the idea of religious education as a community problem 
is dominant, There are two outstanding examples of this type of 
lyeek-day ohizroh-sohools,‘- Cuyahoga B'ails,'3 BhiOj'and Batavia^^ Illinois, 
The schools of Cuyahoga Stalls,have been in operation for five years, 
the schools of Batavia for one year. The ohuroh-sohools of Batavia 
will serve as an illustration of this type.
In the fall of 1919 the eleven churches of Batavia,"^ withtthe advice 
and help of the Superintendent of schools inaugurated a system, of
*Bulletin Hq,4 Two Types of Week-Day Church Schools Presbyterian 
Board of Publioatlon and Sabbath School Work.PhiladelphiaJiPa* pg2,*3.
week-day religious IjJstruotion whioh lias attained some interesting 
results and has attracted wide attention* Under Ihe Batavia 
the children are excused from puhlio school in three successive groups 
on {Thursday, in order that they may receive religious instruction 
in thfirt church of their choice. Grades one,^ two ."and three go direct­
ly.Jo ^ the church schools on Thursday mornings at nine o*clock,
^elr class period lasts until 10,15 A,M, when they are dismissed 
and must he at the public school hy 10,30, Grades four,"fiveand 
six are dismissed from public school at 10,45 in the morning, must 
be at the church school by ll,00,^ and are released at noon to go to 
their homes for lunch. Grades seven and eight go to the church schools 
from their homes in the afternoon at 1,16* At 2,15 these two grades 
are dismissed from the church-schools and are retired to be at pub­
lic school by 2,30,
(Che following denominations are cooperating in the plan, Brethren,1 
iloman Cath©lio,'i Oongregational,"* EpiBoopai,‘ MethodiBt,'^ German Buth- 
eran,"; Swedish Lutheran,Swedish Methodist,-^ Swedish Mlssion“‘ German 
Evangelicaland Baptist, 3}he Methodist Episcopal Ohuroh and the 
Swedish Methodist Church hold their classes to^ether,'^ so the number 
of centers is ten, Eo credit Is given by the public schools of 
Batayia for work done in the ohuroh schoolsbut the pupil's church 
school grade is recorded on his publie-sohool card in a space pro­
vided for it and marked "Eeligious Instruction",
Most of the Batavia ohuroh schools meet in ohuroh parlors or other
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rooms fitted up for them in ohuroh huildlngs* The rector of the 
Episcopal cjhuroh has fitted up a. schoolroom in his own home and
I
the church-school classes of his denomination are held there*
About twenty people have tahen part in the work of Instruction in 
the ohuroh schools of BataarLa* The pastor is,' in most oases,' the 
head of the school and does a good deal of teaching* All the teach­
ers serve without compensation*
fhe course of study in nearly all the schools is an amplification
of the regular Sundgiy-sohool material, ?here seems to he little
difficulty esiperienoed in so expanding the regular Sunday-school j
curriculum as to secure teaching material for both Stmday and week-
/
day classes-* There is,"i-of course,** under the present system,' no uni­
formity in the Batavia schools as a whole# There are hs many courses 
of study in the church S0hoo9 as there are church-school centers *
The attendance is excellent# Ihirlng a period of thirty weeks there 
have not been any cases of trueinoy* The enrollment in the church 
sohQOls has very nearly equalled the enrollmeht in the corresponding 
grades of the public schools,an ideal which ^atavia has more nearly 
attained than any other oommanity# Of the 725 pupils in thO elemen­
tary ^ades only 59,'^ about 8 ^ of the whple,'- were not enrolled in 
the ohuroh schools* G?hls is a splendid achievement and is due to 
a little group qf church workers 'who obtained a list of all the child­
ren in town and worked on it persistently*
Tinder the Batavia plan expenses are very light, A small amount of 
money was ooHeotod to pay for the printing of some cards,'- the only
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expense tnonrred "by tlae system as a whole* Some additional expense 
was incurred in each school,^ hut this was not large owing to the 
general use of Sunday-school material in weeh-day classes* 
Exhortations to economy are not generally needed in religious edu* 
oational matters; nevertheless,i the Batavia oh^uJ^ohes t^ve shown 
that the matter of expanse need not he a hindrance to any community 
in putting on weeh-day church-school work. There is no community 
so poor that it may not have these schools if it really wishes, to 
have them*”*
The third and hy far the most noteworthy system of week day church 
schools is that known Malden System of Religious Education”*
The object of the school are defined. aS follows:**








Conferences and Conventions of Local Teachers* 
Department of Surveys.
Organizations of Boys and Oirls and Young People. 
Training School for Religious Leaders*
Weekday and Vacation Bihle Schools*
The future of the school is hot in douht. It is heyoni the exper­
imental stage and has heoome a fixed institution in the City and 
is already showing its influence in raising the moral tone of the 
oommonity.
The Introductory statement in the fourth annual announcement sums 
up the work.”®he Malden School of Religious Education is a hi^ 
grade evening school for the training of religious leaders for 
Malden and vioinity.The schcol opens -with a very carefully selected 
faculty of experts and with a curriculum rich in religious and edu­
cational contenti hroad in the scope of interests represented and
*Sulletin #4*Two Types Of week-Day Church Sohools*Preshjr.3d,of Puh*^ 
**Eourth Annual Announoement,'Malden Counoll of R*E*Inc* pg*13
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intexLSely practical in its organization and ratimate purpose,
The courses of instruction are arranged in three groups,*^ namely; 
Bihlicalj'^' Departmental and General, Students are retired to 
preserve a proper "balance of theoretical i- practical and general 
cultural courses. Three years of twenty-four-weeks each are re- 
guired to complete the prescribed course of study.
This is essentially a school of religien. Its graduates dedicate 
themselves to a spiritual ministry,l As religiatis teachers and 
leaders they become efficient laymen who make possible the build­
ing of really great churches in the oommanity. Some graduates of 
this school will become professional workers in the field of relig­
ious education but it is expected that most of the students will go 
back into the local churches of the commonity^ prepared to do more 
effectively the work of voltintary lay leaders, "Every layman an ef­
ficient layTnan"i‘ is the ideal of this school, To this end it invites 
tha patronage of all the churches of the -city".
The sessions of the school are held on Tuesday evenings of each 
week followifLg this schedule;
*7,30 - 8,20 Eirst Class Period 
8,20 - 8,46 Assembly Period 
8,45 - 9,35 Second Glass Period
The following courses are offered;
Beginners* Method^
Junior Methods 
lew Testament History 
Be twe en- the Te st ament s 
Story Telling 
Survey and program 




Old Testament History 
Methods for Ypung People 
How to
Sunday School Music and Wor­
ship
Organization and Administra^ 
tion
Christian Fundamentals 
Cradle roll Methods 
Bible Geography
6E
Ab this school is a good model for a week-day church school 
aoyone interested should hecome thoroughly aca^ainted with the 
Malden system before venturing on any other.*
S' Weekly ^Qgram
Having surveyed the necessity of reoonstruiartihg the church 
program^* having given d'q.e consideration to the' organization and 
administration of the program^ and having studied the curriculum 




fhe church will he responsible for the maintaining of the 
services of worshipwhose purpose is to bring the people into 
communion and fellowship with godj^ and bring the communicants 
together in the true spirit of brotherhood.
fhese services of worship will not be tho”hit or miss" 
method of-past days,"' but from the prelude to the postlude it will 
be an orderly, thoroughly though out, progressive service; each 
part fitting into Its place and the whole producing a response 
in the hearts of the people.
fhis will mean that the preacher and the music dir’eoter must 
confer and plan for each service with the. most careful considera­
tion. fhe preacher with frankne.ss giving the director his subj^ctis
%alden Leaflets,"^Pilgrira Press,U4 Beacon St. Boston,"’ Mass.
Uo. 1 An American System of Eeligiious Education
2 The Correlation of the Public Schools and the Church Schools.
3 A Community System of Eeligious Eduoation.
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and informing him of the end he seeks# The director will endeavor 
hy careful selection and choice seek to farther the end sought hy 
the preacher*
The pulpjo^e of all services of worship is not entertaining 
or interesting the people so they will come again; hut the huild- 
ing up of Christian character; till we all come into the fullness 
of the §hristian life, 
a Training
In the reconstructed program; the training of the people in 
religious ideals and character will he the chief function of the 
Church school. With an adequate curriculum, more time; and efficient 
oorp of teachers, the school will meet not on^ on Sunday hut will 
■he carried over into the weekday,' thus giving proper recognition 
tp the value and need of religieus education*
3 Service
If the church inspires and the school trains hut there he no 
outlet or chance for expression;* little good can posslhljr he ac­
complished*
Opportunities should he found for putting into practice the 
things learned in the church school and the impressions given in 
the service of worship* This will tax the ingenui'ty of the best 
teachers and wisest pastor* These little services of love;'show- 
Ing kindnesses and Christian living should he encouraged and helped 
every day in the week* One of the reasons why there is failure 
in developing more Christians is because what is learned on Sunday
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is not carried, over into tlie week or put into practice,
4 Socials
'In this day and generation when life teems with social as- 
tivitiesi mostly of a degenerating type,"' the church must offer 
to her people, especially her youth and children something better 
than they can get elsewhere.
The organized classes can-held in looking after the social 
life of its members. The societies of the church can help by 
planning socials,' games and entertainments for the members, The 
Y, M, 0, A, and the Y, W. 0, A, can help by uniting with the church 
in the social and athletic activities by -inviting the churches to 
make use of the buildings more and more'. All Christian institu­
tions can help by providing and advocating only clean," wholesome, 
and upright amusement and pleasures.
The social life of the youth and children must be cared for 
and this means that the church must plan with the otiher societies 
her yearly program in advance so that there might be no conflicts 
and yet keep something going on to attract and ho.ld the people,'all 
the time.
When the church organizes around this program and with 
enthusiasm and religious fervor puts it into operation she will be 
able to fulfil her mission to the world and bring "peace on earth 
good will toward men". May God hasten the day when all churches shall 





In the midst of a general upjieaval in world relation­
ships and changing world values, at a time when all institu­
tions are feeling the necessity of reconstructing their plans 
and activities; the church,‘‘ feeling the pressure of the eco­
nomic, industrial and social crises, is challenged, as never 
■before hy these factors, to meet the present need.
The church has at the present time leaders, men and women 
who have been trained "by the earlier- undertaJiings of the church 
and find themselves xinahle to meet the present crisis and are 
looking for some way out for the church.
fhe solution cf the difficulty and the way out for the church 
is suggested hy those who hold that religious education taught hy 
the church is the Saving factor for the church and the world.
Chapter 11
2?he church which is the basis of this study is a small sub­
urban church which has been stmggling on for the past twenty years 
trying to live amid a changing situation with the' same oid program.
fhe church is situated in a suburban community which 'has en­
tirely changed in character in past yearstXintil today it is almost 
reverse of what it used to be. The church is worshipping in a 
build'ing which is not adapted to the needs with a program which
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laoks vitality aad life,- aad whioli makes little appeal to the 
people whom it should serve*
The leaders of the ohurch are few and not fitted for the 
positions they hpld and add very little to the drawing power of 
the ohuroh*
The program of the church is almost null^,there "being few 
activities outside the Sunday service*
Withtconditions as they ate it is little wondervthat there 
is need of a reconstruotion in the whole program and organisation 
of the cfiuroh* ^ '
Chapter 111
Realizing that if the churoh is to live she must reorganize 
her program^she is ready to face the difficult pro'blems that Kace 
her and proceed to make the "building a fit place and her equipment 
adequate for the new program#
The ohuroh is ready to organize her whole life to the needs 
of the new program and is willing to''hend all her efforts to se­
cure proper leaders and teachers to carry ph the work#
She is ready to give over, her trusted and lifelong oompan- 
ion^the Uniform Lessons^for the mpre appropriate and useful graded 
lessons and even to carry over into the week the teaching o£ her 
religion#
She has "been made to see that the program consists more thati 
one day of worship "but that she must put on a program which includes 
the whole of the life and the activities of her constituents.
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